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Welcome to your
Traffic Management
Solution
“Pioneering expert Lincast team up with award winning,
world renowned software developer Forticode to bring you
the most intuitive PTL on the market”
• Lincast….The Pioneering Experts
Lincast has been at the forefront of the traffic industry ever since we pioneered Australia’s first portable traffic light
controller nearly 30 years ago. From this controller, the Australian Standards were created, which still apply to all of
today’s systems. Naturally, this earned Lincast the reputation of being the industry experts of choice. With unrivalled
knowledge and service we are still the leaders in our field with over 2000 controllers on the market today. Along with
fast and effective expert advice, we guarantee the fastest repair time in the industry should a system need to be
repaired.

• Powered by Award Winning, world renowned software developer
To bring you the best, we’ve partnered with the best! To conquer the seemingly impossible task of making this ultra
complex system simple and easy to use, Lincast have teamed up with award winning, world renowned software
developer Forticode. Together we bring you the most feature rich, safe, secure and reliable PTL available on the
market today.

• All the features you need for your traffic management project
No matter the challenge, we love creating clever, intuitive products that will meet and exceed your needs. That’s
why over 25 years of research has gone into the development of the new Lincast CS-400 system, delivering you an
array of new features along with superior performance and reliability.

• World first design that revolutionises wirelessly controlled intersections
In a world first design, the new Lincast CS-TRH4 wireless remote is a true feat of ingenuity, making the complex task
of controlling ANY intersection a breeze….including a 4-way cross road. With inbuilt features to ensure simplicity for
the operator, this product is sure to be one of the most useful extras in the Lincast CS-400 system. A definite must
have for your next project.

• An Australian first for the traffic industry. No line of site….No problem
Another first of its kind in the Australian traffic industry is the Lincast CS-RP1 Repeater. This product will become
your new best friend in any project that has hilly terrain or winding roads. The CS-RP1 eliminates the need to have
line of site and as an added bonus, will also double the distance your roadworks can cover. Now that’s clever design!

• Time is money in business, and you could save a heap of it.
When you choose to partner with Lincast, you are choosing the company that has the most trusted and tested
portable traffic light controller on the market. This means that reliability is paramount which could highly reduce or
even eliminate costly downtime. And in business, that’s money.
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CS-400
simple

safe

reliable

The ultimate in portable traffic lights

“Why the CS-400 PTL controller changes everything“
The CS-400 brings to life a new generation of portable traffic light controllers. Whilst it purposely retains many of the
features of its predecessor for familiarity and ease of use, the CS-400 also delivers an impressive list of new features that
are 25 years in the making.
As expected, Lincast brings you a superior product line, packed full of everything you have asked for over the years. We
have partnered with arguably one of the best software companies in the world so that you can have seamless, safe
operation at every project. Put simply, you’ll have the best, most feature rich portable traffic light controller on the market,
from the most trusted name in the industry.
Here’s just a few of the new features you’ll find in the CS-400 system.

Single/Multiple unit operation

Gone are the days of having a Master and Slave, the CS-400 embraces versatility and can now be used as a single or
multiple signal system, including a 3 or 4-way intersection. Never before has it been so easy to manage traffic at
intersectional roadworks whilst having complete peace of mind with our inbuilt failsafe safety features. For added
convenience and ease of use, the system can be operated from ANY unit, eliminating the need to have to be at the
“master” to make a change in operation.

Simple linking of controllers

Right from the initial set up it will become evident to you just how simple our designers have made this system. With the
push of a button, you will have your controllers linked and ready to use. Inbuilt safety features ensure the system is setup in
the correct position so operators can have complete peace of mind.

GPS location and phone reporting

What does everyone carry with them wherever they are?….that’s right, their phone. That’s why we decided to link our GPS
location and system reporting directly to the operator’s phone. Once linked, you can request a range of details at anytime
by simply typing in one word (eg. Location). This particular command will link you straight into google maps showing you
precisely where your system is currently located along with the status of the unit. Naturally, should any fault or vandalism
occur, the operator is notified immediately.

CS-RP1 repeater eliminates line of site issues

The CS-RP1 repeater eliminates a constant problem that occurs in ‘the real world’. Fortunately, we recognised that every
project can’t have perfect conditions, so we came up with a solution to eliminate one of your biggest gripes…loss of
communication due to hilly terrain or winding roads. Simply place a CS-RP1 on the bend or hill and link it into the system.
Like magic, your system will now work around corners as well as doubling the distance your road works can cover. Now
that should put a smile on your face.

CS-TRH4 wireless remote controls any intersection configuration

The CS-TRH4 wireless remote is a game changer in terms of operation. Never before has it been so easy to remotely
control ANY intersection with complete peace of mind…..that’s right, even a 4-way cross road! Add to this that an
unlimited number of remotes can be linked into a system, it simplifies situations like haul roads so that each truck can have
its own remote if necessary, once again reducing costly down time.
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Don’t settle for an
inferior product
“Why the Lincast CS-400 PTL is a must have for you to
stay ahead of the game“
Let’s be honest, we all want the best product for the best price and that’s what Lincast delivers.
We will happily compare ourselves to our competitors, as we know you will, so we’ve taken the hard work out of it for you.
The choice is simple; if you want the best value for money with exceptional service, from the most trusted name in the
industry, the next generation CS-400 is the product for you.

Lincast

Bartco

Datasigns

Single unit operation

-

Control from any unit

-

-

-

-

One

One

Wireless remote that can control all intersections
including 4-way

-

-

Repeater to eliminate line of sight issues

-

-

Inbuilt safety features to ensure correct setup

-

-

Cable mode in adverse RF conditions

-

-

Backward compatible to CS-200 trailers

-

-

-

-

GPS/reporting
SMS interrogation and live status updates
Wireless remotes able to connect into one system

Unlimited

Vehicle detection
24 hour repair turnaround
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Safety in times of
growing infrastructure
“Fact: Australia has more road infrastructure being built
than ever before. So what are you doing to keep it safe?“
It’s been proven time and time again that having traffic lanterns at road work sites significantly decreases the risk to our
road workers.
Despite signage, drivers often fail to slow down at work sites, leading to injuries and deaths. However, the simple use of
lanterns mitigates this and provides much greater visibility for drivers and workers alike, even in poor weather conditions,
such as rain and fog.
In recent trials, another benefit of using lanterns was the effect they can have on morale. When a human traffic controller
is roadside with a Stop/Slow bat, they often suffer confrontation and abuse from irritated motorists. It was found that
when directed by a lantern to stop, motorists just do it, that it’s simply a natural response from motorists when seeing a
traffic lantern.
After these trials, road workers reported that they felt much safer.
So, are you looking out for your employees?

Australia has more road
infrastructure being built than
ever before, here are some
of the facts about our road
work sites…

Road work zones
typically show
higher accident
rates

46% of work
related fatalities
involve a
vehicle

The cost of
workplace accidents
is $1.5 billion
annually

Facts:
In 2014, a coroner’s inquest questioned why Australia still puts people on the road to manage roadworks,
when other nations around the world no longer do so.
In recent trials, it was demonstrated that there was a 93% reduction in the number of near misses on
roadwork sites when comparing a traffic lantern to the traditional Stop/Slow baton
In March 2017, TMR initiated an Australian first safety campaign recommending that portable traffic
signals be used in lieu of Stop/Slow bats, with a view of making this a mandatory requirement by the end
of the year

Statistics taken from
http://acrs.org.au/wp-content/uploads/23_Berces-N-PR.pdf and http://ipweaq.intersearch.com.au/ipweaqjspui/bitstream/1/2033/1/ESTOP%20traﬃc%20control%20article%20march%202017.pdf
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“

Using traffic lanterns
instead of a stop/slow bat
reduced near misses on
roadwork sites by 93%
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CS-400
Features and Specs
“What are people saying about the CS-400?…
That it’s simple, safe and reliable”
Built to the same standard that made its predecessor the controller of choice for Australia, the CS-400 opens up new
possibilities in intersection control.

Configurations
Single

4-way

2-way Shuttle1

4-way Shuttle on Road-1

2-way Haul Road1

4-way Shuttle on Road-2

3-way

4-way Shuttle on Road-1 and Road-2

3-way Shuttle on Road-1
Embracing versatility, each CS-400 is now uniquely identified with a Unit number, starting with U1 up to U4. This
revolutionises how a system operates and makes the old Master and Slave “set” redundant. This means that all units are
now interchangeable saving you time and money.
Physical Specifications:
275L x 250W x 100H including connectors, knobs and feet
3.6kg
Power source: 12-16VDC @ 400mA per controller, plus lantern heads
1

This configuration is RMS (RTA) Type Approved

Easy Upgrade
Case dimensions, along with
connectors, remain the same
allowing for an easy and cheaper
upgrade from the CS-200
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Features:
System Operation and Front Panel
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case dimensions remain the same along with all connectors, allowing for an easy upgrade from the CS-200
All CS-400 units are functionally identical and can be interchanged and defined as any Unit in a multi-way intersection.
Easy linking of controllers with the simple press of a button.
The system can be controlled from any Unit making operation much more efficient.
Multiple CS-400 systems can be used in close proximity
Operating distance - 1.6km line of sight
Direct keypad entry of red and green times
Menu system for more advanced features and options
Status lights on the CS-400 inform the operator of the condition of every lantern head in the system
A second lantern head can be added to each controller in the system
Vehicle detectors may be implemented for on-demand access to a road way
Detected supply voltage is displayed on screen

Safety and Security
• Protected by award winning, un-hackable Forticode software to guarantee that only authorised personnel have the
ability to change selected features.
• Inbuilt safety features to ensure correct set up.

Remote Monitoring
• GPS reporting linked in with google maps to see where your equipment is at any time
• SMS interrogation and reporting for live status updates and remote monitoring direct from your phone

Other Products in System
CS-TRH4 Wireless Remote
Control any intersection remotely, including 3 and 4 way
32 hour battery life
Unlimited number of units can be added into a system
CS-MC-400 Wired Remote
Allows manual control from a handheld remote in single way or either of the 2-way configurations.
Comes with a 25m lead
Can be connected into each of the CS-400’s allowing wired remote control from both ends of the roadworks
CS-RP1 Repeater
Where line of sight is an issue in hilly terrain or winding roads, a CS-RP1 Repeater can be added to guarantee the link
and double the distance of the system.
CS-LC25 Linking Cable
Provides a wired link between two CS-400 controllers up to 25m apart. Great for use in adverse RF conditions
CS-LC100 Linking Cable Reel
Supplied on a convenient, sturdy reel with crank shaft, the CS-LC100 series provides an easy way of keeping longer
lengths of linking cable protected to preserve their lifespan.
Available in 25m, 50m, 75m and 100m options.
Tested to 1.2km, reels can also be daisy-chained for longer links.
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CS-TRH4 Remote
Features and Specs
“A world first design that has revolutionised the remote
control of intersections”
The CS-TRH4 wireless remote is a game changer in terms of operation. Never before has it been so easy to remotely
control ANY intersection with complete peace of mind…..that’s right, even a 4-way cross road!
Using a simulated intersection on its control panel, the CS-TRH4 provides comprehensive yet convenient control over a
system, regardless of configuration.

Features
Can control one, two, three or four CS-400 controllers
Unlimited number of units can be connected into a system
Battery Life - 32 hours continuous use
Auto oﬀ feature to preserve battery life
Status symbols provide feedback of each lantern head in the system
Built in battery charger
Removable antenna
Water resistant silicone protective cover and belt clip

World first design and here’s
what they’re saying…
”…I can’t believe it’s so simple”
“…what a clever design”
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CS-RP1 Repeater
Features and Specs
“An Australian first for Portable Traffic Light Controllers”
The CS-RP1 Repeater eliminates a constant problem that occurs in “the real world”. We understand that not all projects
can have perfect conditions, so we have developed a solution to make your life easier.
When line of sight issues arise; be it hilly terrain, winding roads, buildings or construction equipment, simply place a
CS-RP1 Repeater on the bend or hill and link it into the system with the press of a button. Like magic, your system will now
work seamlessly around corners or over hills and as an added bonus, you will also have doubled the working distance of
your system.

Features
Useable in shuttle mode
Quickly and easily linked into a system with the press of a button
Increase the distance of your system to 3km
Ultra-bright daylight viewable screen
Shows detected supply voltage on screen
Only one antenna required

Physical Specifications:
275L x 250W x 100H
2.5kg

Clever design to help you
in the “real world”
Simply place your CS-RP1 Repeater
on a bend or hill to eliminate line
of sight issues, whilst doubling the
distance of your system.
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